FAMILY FRAGMENTS
PREAMBLE: My interest in genealogy began late 1999. Over the years, a good deal of my findings were published on
www.pelteret.co.za/geneaology. In October 2012, I decided to move on and explore other interests.
However, the correspondence relating to prior publications did not stop. Between 2011 - 2020 over 230 persons have been
in touch, either providing information complementing that published earlier or seeking specific information. A good deal of
the correspondence represented considerable work and decided research acumen on the part of the correspondent.
I have been prevailed upon to publish particularly worthwhile material as an addendum to my original publications. These
are they.

FAMILY NAME: MOLL
Eddie Otte : 2014/02/21, 4:09 pm

I refer to the 4 articles published on the MOLL family. I am also doing research on the
MOLL family.
In the four articles you made frequent references to documents from the Archive. May I ask
for copies of the documents mentioned? They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cornelis Moll E 6/9/11 No 2459
Hendrick Johannes E 6/9/69 No 2962
Gerhardus Johannes E 6/9/22 No 4515
Reynier Johannes E 6/9/489 No 3894
Pieter de Villiers E 6/9/234 No 1130
Jan Jeremias MOOC 6/9/1767 no 2725
Pieter de Villiers MOOC 6/9/4466 no 42363
Jan du Plessis Moll MOOC 6/9/2582 no 3697

2014/02/22, 8:39 am
My mother was Albertina MOLL (1906-1994) from Frankfort in the Free Sate. I worked on
the family for the sake of my grandchildren, but then realised the medical (and other
achievements ) of the MOLL family and decided to work on the larger family. They sound
like a special group. I came across a number of medics in the other branches of the family.
Currently 20 registered at the HPCSA.
Can you let me have the contact detail of the UCT classmate in Vancouver? Alternative,
please send him my e-mail and if he is interested, he can please contact me.
I can send you what I have accumulated, if you are interested. It is in Afrikaans.

